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 HK Gruber Rough Music  
 Soloist Colin Currie  Conductor Juanjo Mena  BBC Philharmonic 

1 I. Toberac   06:24

2 II. Shivaree  10:26

3 III. Charivari (pour Henri Sauguet, au tombeau de Monsieur le Pauvre)  08:30

4 HK Gruber into the open…  27:22
 Soloist Colin Currie  Conductor John Storgårds  BBC Philharmonic 

   Total 52:42
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To write one masterpiece for solo percussion and 

orchestra may be regarded as an adventure; to write  

two combines for a colossus. Such is the case for 

the dual works on this recording, which span the 

full creative freedom, magic, daring and brilliance 

of Mr HK Gruber, or ‘Nali’ to those who know him. 

I would fall under his spell certainly in October 2001  

in Leipzig, when we first worked together, but just 

as likely back in July 1999 when I attended the world  

premiere of his trumpet concerto Aerial at the BBC 

Proms, written for our magnificent mutual friend, 

Håkan Hardenberger. In either event, a scene was 

being set, longer term, for my very own ‘Nali World 

Premiere’ at the Royal Albert Hall, in July 2015 – 

the performance of into the open… presented here.  

If that work encapsulates the very latest in 

contemporary percussion endeavour, Rough Music  

(1982-83), for all its swagger, is an early example 

of a percussion concerto. For the composer, 

antecedents were few, with concertos by André 

Jolivet and Darius Milhaud (a work composed in 

1929-30!) named as scant examples of the existing  

repertoire. A graduate of the Vienna Boys Choir, 

Nali was at that time seated on the Co-Principal 

Double Bass chair of the Vienna Radio Symphony 

Orchestra, and his Principal Timpanist colleague, 

Gerald Fromme, asked him about the possibility of 

a concerto. The work that was born of this friendship  

and collaboration would be an astounding, brazenly  

ambitious paradigm shift for the repertory, with  

the taught technical expertise of the composition 

combining with that audacious and limitless musical  

scope, featuring genuine daredevil heroics from a 

fully emancipated soloist. 

For myself, immersed in this work for the first time 

in 2001 and many times since, I always take away 

a myriad of excitement and delight from the music. 

Far beyond the bellicose ‘rough justice’ meted out 

by the mob in times gone by, kitchen utensils at the  

ready, the imagery and imagination of this work soars  

wildly and widely, with Rough Music becoming an  

overarching ruse for marvellous and merry musical 

mischief. Take the rhythmic games of ‘Toberac’, 

their impish charm offset by the sweetest, and most  

graceful, of melodies, that any Hollywood film of a 

certain era would warmly embrace. The ‘car chase’  

HK GRUBER 
The Artful Anarchist
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(as I call it) for drum-set and orchestra in ‘Shivaree’ –  

with the ghost of Charles Ives in the driving seat, 

your co-pilot Alban Berg guiding the vibraphone 

songs that follow. The finale is Nali at his strongest,  

where he brings many worlds together, forces a 

crisis by collision and leaves the listener to decide 

on the outcome. This time, a direct quotation from 

Erik Satie gets gradually and ghoulishly melted down,  

then finally smashed into a (real life, for Nali) chance  

encounter with another french composer, Henri 

Sauguet, whose ballet music is also represented. 

There is a feeling of ‘fate’ in the music, chance 

events creating an impact, the butterfly and the 

metaphorical musical earthquake. 

Fate would take on a more personal and deeply felt  

role in the creation of ‘into the open…’ many years 

later. From my earliest talks with Nali, I became very  

aware of his immensely close and musically vital 

relationship with David Drew, a friend, mentor, 

family as such. There are far too many anecdotes 

to list (‘tea with milk, a British revelation’, ‘I owe him  

everything I know about Kurt Weill’) but there was 

an overwhelmingly abundant affection and respect 

between them both. My own final recollection of  

David was a typical one, meeting him backstage at  

Wigmore Hall after a performance of Kurt Schwertsik’s  

marimba concerto (shrouded in Mozart and 

Stravinsky) which had him quite literally jumping up 

and down with excitement. As Nali, a true believer 

in the magic of music, and an encyclopaedic 

knowledge wielded with a child’s delight.

On July 25th 2009 Nali received a phone call from 

Alexander Goehr, with ‘the message I never wanted  

to hear’. The loss of his musical other was both 

sudden and devastating, and he began enshrining 

him into his current composition. As such, in the 

final semi-quaver of bar 224 of into the open… do 

we first encounter David in spirit, as fragmented 

snippets of Weill’s Alabama Song make their way 

about the music of his great friend. From there until  

the conclusion of the music, we hear countless 

attempts to establish this melody, only for them to 

be thwarted, interrupted or abruptly cut. At no point  

do we hear the entire melody – or as Nali told me,  

‘the song is gone’.

Eerily, one feels as if the stage had been set for 

such a development. An air of disquiet haunts the 

opening ritual for the soloist, as they pick their way 

through the various pitch-centres of the music, a 

sculpture in solitude, a processional. From the 

cauldron of pitches, the percussion staccato sounds  

get snagged in the orchestration, with each block 

and bell supported, sometimes gracefully, at other 

times more tenuously, by different groups from 

within the symphony. Hesitantly, rhythmic stability 
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Self-portrait by the  
composer for Colin, the  
first time they worked together.

gathers and the music moves through a typically 

metric Nali numbers-game to a more active pacing 

and we can start to feel the dark dance that underlies  

much of his music – deep, ironic, bittersweet. For 

the percussionist, frenzied mallet-writing, over many  

layers of keyboards, gets diffused by groove-based  

groupings on the cajón and congas, the soloist 

getting to, at times, kick back on this otherwise 

perilously dextrous exploration.

For all the anguish of the conclusion, Nali is very 

clear about one thing in particular. The work is a 

TRIBUTE to David Drew – not ‘in memoriam’. And 

with equal particularity, nor is it strictly speaking a 

percussion concerto, but more of a symphony with  

solo obbligato percussion leading the drama, the 

direction. We can truly hear the core Nali in this 

music – his own sweetly beautiful combination of 

tireless perfectionism, served with a reckless abandon.  

Subversive, controversial, challenging, but above all,  

honest. Perhaps this is why these works combine so  

thrillingly in tandem, and why knowing and working  

with him will remain one of the most inspirational 

relationships of my career. 

Colin Currie, November 2020, following an 

online interview with the composer
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Composer, conductor and chansonnier, HK Gruber  

was born in Vienna in 1943 and sang with the 

Vienna Boys’ Choir as a child, going on to study 

at the Vienna Hochschule für Musik. In 1961 he 

began playing double bass with Ensemble “die 

reihe” and from 1969 to 1998 in the ORF Radio-

Symphonieorchester Wien. Gruber first began 

performing as a singer/actor with the ‘MOB art & 

tone ART’ ensemble which he co-founded in 1968 

with fellow Viennese composers Kurt Schwertsik 

and Otto Zykan. 

Composing in his own highly individual style, his  

music is performed internationally by the world’s 

leading artists and orchestras such as the Vienna 

Philharmonic, New York Philharmonic, Berlin 

Philharmonic, and at Lucerne Festival, Carnegie 

Hall and the BBC Proms. Gruber is particularly noted  

for his concertos, including the percussion concertos  

Rough Music and into the open… featured on this 

disc; Aerial, for trumpeter Håkan Hardenberger, 

which has received over 60 performances; a Piano  

Concerto for Emanuel Ax; and his Cello Concerto, 

written for Yo-Yo Ma and premiered at Tanglewood 

in 1989. He has composed several operas, most 

recently Geschichten aus dem Wiener Wald (Tales 

from the Vienna Woods) premiered at the Bregenz 

Festival in 2014.

In 2002, Gruber was awarded Austria’s most  

prestigious cultural prize, the Großer Österreichischer  

Staatspreis (Grand Austrian State Prize), and in 

2009 was announced as an Honorary Member of  

the Wiener Konzerthaus, following a great tradition 

of musicians also to receive this accolade, including  

Igor Stravinsky, Pierre Boulez, Leonard Bernstein 

and Claudio Abbado. Gruber is an Honorary Lifetime  

Trustee of the Kurt Weill Foundation for Music.

HK GRUBER 
Composer, conductor  
& chansonnier
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Colin Currie

Colin Currie is a solo and chamber artist at the 

peak of his powers, acclaimed for his virtuosity and  

musical integrity and hailed as being “at the summit  

of percussion performance today” (Gramophone). 

Championing new music at the highest level, Currie  

is soloist with the world’s leading conductors and 

orchestras including the New York Philharmonic, Royal  

Concertgebouw, Royal Stockholm Philharmonic,  

London Philharmonic and Minnesota Orchestras.

A dynamic and adventurous soloist, Currie has 

forged a pioneering path in creating new music  

for percussion, premiering works by composers 

including Steve Reich, Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Louis 

Andriessen, Sir James MacMillan, Nicole Lizée, 

Elliott Carter, HK Gruber, Mark-Anthony Turnage, 

Helen Grime, Brett Dean, Einojuhani Rautavaara, 

Jennifer Higdon, Andrew Norman, Julia Wolfe, 

Dave Maric, Simon Holt, Bruno Mantovani and 

Danny Elfman. Currie’s unrivalled commitment  

to commissioning and creating new music was 

recognised in 2015 by the Royal Philharmonic 

Society who awarded him the Instrumentalist Award.

In October 2017 Currie launched Colin Currie 

Records, in conjunction with LSO Live, as a platform  

for his diverse projects, celebrating the extraordinary  

developments for percussion music over the past 

century. He is Artist in Association at London’s 

Southbank Centre, and performs widely with his 

critically acclaimed Colin Currie Group, founded in 

2006 and specialising in the music of Steve Reich.

www.colincurrie.com
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Juanjo Mena

Juanjo Mena began his career in his native Spain as  

Artistic Director of the Bilbao Symphony Orchestra 

in 1999. His uncommon talent was soon recognised  

internationally with appointments as Principal Guest  

Conductor of the Bergen Philharmonic and Chief 

Guest Conductor of the Orchestra del Teatro Carlo  

Felice in Genoa. In 2011 he was named Chief 

Conductor of the BBC Philharmonic, which he then  

led for seven seasons, touring Europe and Asia 

with the orchestra and conducting annual BBC 

Proms concerts at the Royal Albert Hall. His BBC 

tenure featured, notably, “thrilling” (The Guardian) 

performances of Bruckner Symphonies, a cycle  

of Schubert Symphonies, and set new standards 

for the interpretation of Spanish and South 

American repertoire. 

He has led Europe’s top ensembles including the 

Berlin Philharmonic, Bavarian Radio Symphony 

Orchestra, Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, London 

Philharmonic, Oslo Philharmonic, Danish National 

Symphony Orchestra, Swedish Radio Symphony 

Orchestra, Orchestre National de France, Tonhalle-

Orchester Zürich, Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, 

and the Dresden Philharmonic. He has conducted 

most of North America’s leading orchestras including  

the Chicago Symphony, Boston Symphony, 

Baltimore Symphony, Cleveland Orchestra, 

 

Philadelphia Orchestra, New York Philharmonic, 

Los Angeles Philharmonic, Minnesota Orchestra, 

National Symphony, Cincinnati Symphony, 

Montreal Symphony and Toronto Symphony 

Orchestras. He appears regularly with all the major 

Spanish orchestras.

In 2017 he was awarded the Spanish National 

Music Award.

www.juanjomena.com
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John Storgårds 

Chief Guest Conductor of the BBC Philharmonic 

Orchestra and Principal Guest Conductor of 

Canada’s National Arts Centre Orchestra Ottawa, 

John Storgårds has a dual career as a conductor 

and violin virtuoso and is widely recognised for his 

creative flair for programming as well as his rousing  

yet refined performances. As Artistic Director of 

the Lapland Chamber Orchestra, Storgårds earned  

global critical acclaim for the ensemble’s adventurous  

performances and award-winning recordings. 

As a guest conductor he appears with  

orchestras such as the Munich Philharmonic, 

Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, Orchestre National 

de France, London Philharmonic Orchestra and 

Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as Sydney 

and Melbourne Symphony Orchestras, Boston 

Symphony Orchestra and New York Philharmonic.

 

He has won particular acclaim for his interpretations  

of works by Sibelius and Nielsen, and his repertoire  

also includes all the symphonies by Beethoven, 

Brahms, Bruckner, Mozart, Schubert, and Schumann.  

His commitment to discovering new or unknown 

repertoire has resulted in many world premiere 

performances of music by Brett Dean, Kaija Saariaho,  

Per Nørgård, Korngold, and even Sibelius, amongst  

many others.

Storgårds’ vast discography showcases his repertoire  

interests and engagement with many different 
orchestras and includes numerous award-winning 

discs. His recording of Peteris Vasks’s Second 

Symphony and Violin Concerto, featuring him as 

soloist, received the Cannes Classical Disc of the 

Year Award in 2004, and Storgårds and Currie’s 

Rautavaara disc with the Helsinki Philharmonic 

Orchestra won a Gramophone Award in 2012. His 

recording of concertos for theremin and for horn 

by Kalevi Aho received an ECHO Klassik award.  

John Storgårds studied violin, composition, and 

conducting at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki, and  

also violin with Chaim Taub in Israel. He received 

the Finnish State Prize for Music in 2002.

www.johnstorgards.com
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BBC Philharmonic

The BBC Philharmonic continues to reimagine 

the orchestral experience for a new generation – 

challenging perceptions, championing innovation 

and taking a rich variety of classical music to the 

widest range of audiences. One of Europe’s most 

adventurous, innovative and dynamic orchestras, 

it usually performs more than 100 concerts 

every year and leads a far-reaching learning and 

participation programme.

The core of the BBC Philharmonic’s work is its 

concerts, the vast majority of which are broadcast 

on BBC Radio 3, and the orchestra also records 

regularly for Chandos, adding to its catalogue of 

more than 250 recordings.

The ensemble’s energy and distinctive personality 

are built on the skill and character of its musicians, 

who range from distinguished long-standing 

members to some of the most brilliant young 

orchestral players in Europe. It continues to develop  

strong regional partnerships and collaborates with 

national and local radio networks – reaching new 

audiences in new ways and keeping the highest-

quality music making online and on air at its heart.

 

 

Through all its activities, the BBC Philharmonic 

brings life-changing music experiences to large and  

diverse audiences across Greater Manchester, the 

North of England, the UK and around the world.

www.bbc.co.uk/philharmonic
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Produced in association with BBC Radio 3 and the BBC Philharmonic.
Released by arrangement with BBC Music.  
© BBC 2020. The copyright in the recording is owned by the BBC.  
The BBC, BBC Radio 3 and BBC Philharmonic word marks and logos are trademarks of the  
British Broadcasting Corporation and used under licence. BBC logo © BBC 2007

Rough Music by HK Gruber was recorded by the BBC on 6 December 2013 at The Bridgewater Hall, Manchester,  
and broadcast on 29 January 2014 on BBC Radio 3. Recorded in 24bit 44.1kHz PCM. 
into the open... by HK Gruber was recorded by the BBC on 20 July 2015 at the BBC Proms, at the Royal Albert Hall, UK,  
and broadcast live on BBC Radio 3. Recorded in 24bit 44.1kHz PCM.

Producer Mike George  
Engineer Stephen Rinker  
Mixing & Mastering Marion Schwebel
Executive Producer Marion Schwebel

Rough Music © 1983 Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd
into the open… © 2010 Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd

Cover design Andy Doe Artwork layout David Millinger
Cover photo © Chris Christodoulou. Page 2 photo © Marco Borggreve. Final page (16) photo © Linda Nylind.  
Page 15 portrait photos © Marco Borggreve (Currie photo) & © Jon Super (Gruber photo)
Others: © Jon Super (page 3); © HK Gruber (page 6); © Anneliese Varaldiev (page 8); © Marco Borggreve (pages 9 & 11);  
© Michal Novak (page 10); © Matt Squire (page 12)

Colin Currie plays Zildjian cymbals and is a Marimba One Artist
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